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Messages from CVAS Officers
Start of the Fourth Year Editing the
VSW - Chris Powell, Editor
Welcome to the end of the third year and 12th issue of my editing
the Valley Skywatcher. When I took over from George Trimble
as editor after the Fall of 2018, I knew there was a very high bar
to meet. George’s editions were excellent and full of his energy.
I had significant concern that my new editorial efforts would fall
short of members’ expectations. But (in part to get someone to
take over the position I think) I was encouraged to essentially
“wing it and make it your own”.
It has been an education. I bought a license for PagePlus X9
software which I had never used before, and in a stroke of idiocy,
I loaded it on my old HP computer for the simple reason it was
the only one that had Word and Adobe Acrobat Distiller on it.
Unfortunately, the operating system was old enough that my
email would no longer run on it, only on my newer Dell. This
meant buying a Toshiba portable drive and moving email
contributions and photos from the Dell to the HP (sort of like a
government designed project). But with a big enough hammer
and patience you can make anything work.
It has been with not a little enjoyment to receive some of the
outstanding contributions from our membership while trying to
continue the look and feel of the previous editions (if it isn’t
broke….). On-going columns such as the Constellation Quiz by
Dan Rothstein have not changed (I don’t know where he finds
these things - we didn’t study them at OSU’s Astronomy Dept).
Members never seem to fall short of providing articles. New
series such as the pictorial retrospective by Steve Fishman on the
origins and early years of the CVAS I have found an eye-opener
on certain older members (I have been teased with a possible
photo of Sam Bennici sporting a handlebar mustache).
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Messages from CVAS Officers (cont)
New and younger members such as Patrick Sonday have begun submitting material for the Observer’s Logs
and others are encouraged to do so as well. Hard as it is to rival the quality of Joe Petrick’s globular cluster
photos, Rob Beers’ nebulas, and others, it isn’t necessary to be able to provide highly detailed long exposure
astro-photographs to contribute; witness Gus Saikaly’s camera shots of the night sky in the Monthly Sky
Reports, Tony Mallama’s binocular descriptions and sketches, and George Gliba’s detailed meteor counts.
In future issues I want to try to strike a balance between information that can help and inform the novice
member as well as articles of interest to the experienced members. If there are specific topics of interest, let me
know, either by email or in person at a meeting. I’ll roust out someone who can answer. Heck, isn’t it time for
a good refractor vs reflector debate?
My contact email is christopher.powell@earthlink.net.
Chris Powell, Editor
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Observer’s Log #1
Joe Petrick
NGC 6962 Galaxy Group Image
Sent September 3rd, 2021
Image of the galaxy group NGC 6962 taken last night from my backyard in
Mentor. Image is an LRGB with 60 Minutes through the luminance filter, 30
minutes through the red, 30 minutes through the green and 30 minutes for
the blue. The RGB was assembled in Maxim DL6, then both the luminance
image and the RGB were brought into Photoshop and combined to produce
the attached LRGB. Taken with my SBIG STT 8300 digital camera attached to
Planewave CDK 17 inch telescope.

NGC 6962 Galaxy Group
Barred galaxy NGC 6962 (magnitude 12.1) and galaxy NGC 6964 were discovered in 1785 by William
Herschel. Six galaxies are visible in this image. Barred galaxy NGC 6962 is the largest galaxy with NGC
6964 just to the left of it. NGC 6959, NGC 6961, NGC 6963 and NGC 6965 are also in view. This group
is approximately 200,000 light years from Earth. In 2002, a type lA supernova took place in NGC 6962
followed by another supernova in 2003, both of which were quite prominent since the arms appears so
smooth. Visually through the telescope only the core of NGC 6962 is visible since the arms are so faint.
The photographic time exposures bring out the faint arms. The bright star at the bottom of this image is
an 11th magnitude star.
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Observer’s Log #1 (cont)
Globular Cluster M13
Sent September 9th, 2021
Attached is an image of Globular Cluster M13 I took last night from my backyard in Mentor just before a
thunderstorm rolled through. Taken with my 17 in. scope operating at F6.8 with the attached SBIG STT 8300
CCD camera and filter wheel. I took 10 luminance images each three-minute exposures through a UV filter then
I median combined them. The color data was 5 - 60 second images thru each filter and then combined. That
works out to 45 minutes of total exposure. I assembled the RGB in Maxim DL6 then brought the luminance
and RBG images into Photoshop where I combined them to produce the attached LRGB image.
In the attached image there are several very faint and very distant background galaxies. M13 is about 25,000
light years from Earth while the background galaxies are 500,000,000 light years from Earth. The brightest
yellowish stars in this image are the old red giants. These aging stars have expanded to many times their original
diameter and then cooled. The blue/white stars in the image are the hottest stars.
I personally find globular clusters excellent objects to view through a telescope. Their stars typically shine like
diamonds. Globular cluster circle our galaxy traveling all around our galaxy like bees swarming around a hive.
Globular clusters condensed while the Milky Way galaxy was still forming. So Globular clusters were here
before our Galaxy!! They reside in the spherical halo around the Milky Way galaxy. Their stars are older than
any stars in the Milky Way galaxy. So they are very old and unique objects. There are around 150 globular
clusters associated with the Milky Way galaxy and they are all around 10 billion years old.
The name globular cluster was “coined” by William Herschel since they resemble a “glob” of stars. Globular
Cluster M13 was discovered by Edmund Haley in 1714 and cataloged by Charles Messier in 1764. There are
approximately 300,000 stars associated with M13. It is known as the Great Hercules Globular Cluster since it is
located in the Hercules constellation. Joe
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Observer’s Log #1 (cont)
Galaxy NGC 7479, Superman Galaxy
Sent October 2nd, 2021
I revisited Galaxy NGC 7479 last night. I have been working on setting up my Astra Physics mount
to take unguided images. This image was taken unguided with 10 minutes being the longest exposure.
Barred Spiral Galaxy NGC 7479 (Caldwell 44). Taken from my backyard in Mentor with Planewave 17
inch telescope and SBIG 8300 CCD camera. Compilation of one hour of luminance (6 X 10 minute
luminance unguided images) and RBG of 45 minutes total (3 X 5 minutes unguided through each filter,
RGB).
Nicknamed the Superman Galaxy ,NGC 7479 is a reasonably bright SBc Galaxy in the constellation
of Pegasus. Located near the great square of Pegasus. S-shaped with a conspicuous central bar.
Being fairly bright a 12 inch telescope will show its S-shape and central bar. With averted vision,
very faint arms may be seen curving from either end of the bar. A few weeks ago, on a clear cool
Thursday night, I viewed this Galaxy through my 16 inch Meade and it was outstanding. That same
night Jupiter and Saturn were the best views I have seen in the last few years. The seeing was
extremely good that night. NGC 7479 has a visual brightness of 10.8 magnitude. It's distance is
110,000 light years from Earth. NGC 7479 is a highly asymmetrical barred spiral that belongs to the
Pegasus cloud of galaxies, a gathering of 51 island universes some hundred million light years from
Earth. Many distant galaxies can be observed in the attached image.
William Herschel observed/discovered NGC 7479 for the first time on October 19, 1784. He described
it as "considerably bright, much extended ,gradually brighter in the middle". Joe
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Observer’s Log #1 (cont)
Globular Cluster NGC 7006 (Caldwell 42)
Sent October 8th, 2021
Image of Globular Cluster NGC 7006 taken last night from my backyard in Mentor under marginal
skies. Taken with my Planewave 17 Inch Telescope and SBIG 8300M camera and color filter
wheel. LRGB, 45 one minute exposures through an IR filter combined to create the luminance
image and 10 two minute exposures through red, green and blue filters. Assembled in Maxim DL
and Photoshop CS. Many background galaxies are viewable and in the second image I highlighted
just a few.
Globular Clusters have always been a favorite of mine to view through a telescope. Even through
smaller telescopes their stars shine like diamonds !

NGC7006 Info:
Globular cluster NGC 7006 was discovered by William Herschel on August 21, 1784. He
described it as very bright ,small and round while getting gradually much brighter towards
the middle. NGC 7006 (also known as Caldwell 42) is in Delphinus and lies approximately
135,000 light years from Earth. It is located on the fringe of our galaxies Halo. It is nearly
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Observer’s Log #1 (cont)
Globular Cluster NGC 7006 (Caldwell 42) (cont)
twice as far as from Earth as M54 which is the most distance Messier globular cluster. The most
distant globular cluster associated with our galaxy is the “ Intergalactic Wanderer” NGC2419 which is
twice as far away from Earth as NGC 7006!!

Considering the size of our galaxy there are a paltry number of globular clusters that populate it
(around 150 globular clusters are associated with the Milky Way galaxy). These globular clusters
contain the oldest stars in our galaxy (around 9-10 billion years old ). The distribution of these
globular's is not uniform. About one third of them are concentrated towards the galactic center in
the direction of Sagittarius while the others are scattered far above and below the galactic plane.
Between 1910 and 1920, Harvard College Observatory astronomer Harlow Shapely did a
systematic study of variable stars within the globular clusters associated with our galaxy. He
showed that the majority of variable stars and globular clusters brightened and dimmed over periods
of hours. These are known as RR Lyra stars. The cluster variables were important because they had
roughly the same intrinsic brightness. This means you could compare how bright on average a
cluster variable appeared through a telescope to how bright it really was and thereby determine the
distance to the variable and hence the distance to the cluster or galaxy it is in.
To view Globular Cluster NGC 7006 you need at least a 4 inch telescope, ideally a 6 inch telescope.
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Observer’s Log #2
Gus Saikaly
Early November Skies
Sent November 22nd, 2021
Taking advantage of the last of a stretch of clear weather in early
November, before the snows came. The picture below was taken on
November 6th when the young moon was 6% illuminated and 18
degrees from Venus. (F5.5, 1/60 second exposure, ISO 3600).
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Observer’s Log #2 (cont)
The pictures below were taken on November 7th when the moon was 13% illuminated nd 4.5
degrees from Venus. (Top; F2, 15 second exposure, ISO 400 and Bottom: F2, 10 second
exposure, ISO 400). There is a hint of a constellation Sagittarius, and if you squint enough you
might see patches of the ilky Way. In the background, my trusty 826c Meade (F6, 1200 mm)
with 13 mm eyepiece. Venus at 44% illumination was nicely outlined.
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Observer’s Log #3
Rob Beers
IC 167 Barred Spiral Galaxy
IC 167 is a barred spiral galaxy in the constellation of Aries. It was first reported by
Bigourdan in 1891 and included in Dreyer's first Index Catalogue. Apparent
magnitude 14 with a distance of 135 million light years from earth.
A barred spiral galaxy is a spiral galaxy with a central bar-shaped structure made of
stars. Bars are found in around half of all spiral galaxies, and appear to influence the
motions of stars, dust and gas. It is believed that bars act a bit like a funnel, by pulling matter into the bulge
from the disk. This leads to central bursts of star formation.
Recent studies suggest that bars are more common now than they were in the distant past, suggesting that they
are a sign of maturity. Thus galaxies with bars are thought to be more evolved that those without, and are an
important stage on the galaxies transition to become an elliptical galaxy.
Observations of our own galaxy, the Milky Way, suggest that we live in a spiral galaxy with a peanut-shaped
bar feature.
(Reference https://www.schoolsobservatory.org/learn/astro/gals/class/barredspiral)
The below image was taken with a Celestron C11 at F10 using an ASI 1600MM pro camera. The Luminance
layer is 33 five minute subs (2.75 hours). The RGB layers are 16 each 5 minute subs (1.33 hours each). Total
exposure time was 6.75 hours. The image was taken by Rob Beers over two nights 11/5 and 11/6 2021.
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Observer’s Log #3 (cont)
M13 Great Globular Cluster in Hercules
Messier 13 or M13, also designated NGC 6205 and sometimes called the Great Globular Cluster in Hercules or
the Hercules Globular Cluster, is a globular cluster of several hundred thousand stars in the constellation of
Hercules. About 145 light-years in diameter, M13 is composed of several hundred thousand stars, the brightest
of which is a red giant, the variable star V11, also known as V1554 Hercules, with an apparent visual
magnitude of 11.95. M13 is 22,200–25,000 light-years away from Earth (From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia).
The below image was taken with a Celestron C11 at F10 using an ASI 1600MM pro camera. This is an LRGB
image using 85 – 30 second subs. They were combined for a total of 42.4 minutes of light. SVBONY 2” filters
were used. The image was taken by Rob Beers on 10/13/2021.
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Observer’s Log #3 (cont)
NGC 891, The Silver Galaxy
NGC 891 (also known as Caldwell 23, the Silver Sliver Galaxy, and the Outer Limits Galaxy) is an edge-on
unbarred spiral galaxy about 30 million light-years away in the constellation Andromeda. Apparent Magnitude
10.8.
The below image was taken with a Celestron C11 at F10 using an ASI 1600MM pro camera. This is an LRGB
image. 8 each five minute LRGB images, were combined for a total of 2.67 hours of light. SVBONY 2” filters
were used. The image was taken by Rob Beers on 11/5/2021.
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Observer’s Log #3 (cont)
NGC 1491
NGC 1491 is a bright nebula 11,000 light-years away in the constellation of Perseus. The below image of
NGC 1491 was taken on 11/7 and 11/8 2021 using a Celestron C11 scope with an ASI1600MM camera. (42HA, 39-O3 and 39-S2) 5-minute subs were taken using Svbony 7nm filters for a total of 10 hours of light. The
image was taken by Rob Beers.
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Observer’s Log #3 (cont)
The Draco Trio: NGC 5981, NGC 5982 and NGC5985
The below image of M51 the Draco Trio was taken on 11/7 and 11/8 2021 using a Celestron C11 scope with an
ASI1600MM camera. 32 Luminance, 1 Blue, 1 Green and 1 Red 5-minute subs were taken using Svbony
LRBG filters for a total of 2.92 hours of light. The image was taken by Rob Beers.

To deep sky observers, the group of NGC 5985, NGC 5982 and NGC 5981 is commonly known as the “Draco
Trio”. Two barred spirals at different angles and a face on elliptical all in the same field of view is a rare sight
and makes for a beautiful celestial portrait. The beautiful spiral is NGC 5985. The proper designation for the
elliptical galaxy is NGC 5982. The catalog number for the edge-on is NGC 5981. While these galaxies span
huge amounts of light years apart, they share telescopic space at RA: 15h 38m 40s Dec: +59°21’22” as a center
and share photons in the eyepiece at around 25 arc minutes. While the Draco group is far too small to be
considered its own galaxy cluster and has never been classified as a compact group, oddly enough all three are
around 100 million light years away (Reference Wikipedia).
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Observer’s Log #4
George Gliba
Orionid Meteors Peaking, Screech Owl Hill Observatory, WV
Sent October 22nd, 2021
Fellow Meteor Enthusiasts,
The Orionid Meteor Shower peaks the next few nights! The
Orionids are unique as they often (maybe always) have an
extended peak lasting 4 or 5 days (October 18-23). They are one
of the two major meteor showers from Halley’s Comet. Even though there is a Full Moon,
the Orionids often have bright meteors with nice trains. :-) Given that, plus the Taurid
Meteor Showers activity (NTA & STA), along with Sporadics, it should be interesting.
Especially since the Taurids often have nice fireballs.
Just two mornings ago on October 20/21 up here at Screech Owl Hill Observatory in Mathias,
West Virginia I observed some nice Orionid activity under partly cloudy skies. Observing
from 1:20 to 2:20 AM EDT I saw 16 meteors, including 8 Orionids, 2 NTA, and 6 SPO. One
beautiful -1 blue-green Orionid seen at 1:22 AM EDT had a nice 3 sec. Train.

Sent November 5th, 2021
Fellow CVAS Alumni & Meteor Enthusiasts,
Last night I saw a couple nice meteors casually while sweeping the skies with my 12x63
binoculars. I didn’t do any formal meteor observing, but I may tonight. Lynne and I are up
here at SOHO in Wva. No aurora were noticed last night. Both branches of the Northern and
Southern Taurids are still active.
More from AMS at:
https://www.amsmeteors.org/2021/10/meteor-activity-outlook-for-30-october-05november-2021/
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Observer’s Log #4 (cont)
George Gliba
Aries-Triangulid Meteor Counts
Sent September 13th, 2021
Fellow Meteor Enthusiasts,
Below are my A-T meteor observations from yesterday morning. It started off with a LM=6.0, but by the
end of the hour it became mostly cloudy; so I was able to only get one good hour in.
Aries-Triangulid Meteor Counts
Observer- George W. Gliba
Mountain Meadows, WVa
September 11/12, 2021 - 05:10-06:10 UT Mostly Clear
20% Obstruction - Ave. LM=5.6 - Some Haze - Facing NNE
Time (UT) Type

Magn.

Color

05:11

SPO

5

white

05:24

ATR

3

“

SPO

5

“

ATR

4

“

SPO

3

“

ATR

4

“

PSC

0

SPO

3

ATR

5

“

SPO

4

“

05:30

05:36

05:45

Dur.

Train

Comments

yellow-green
white

===================================
Total: 4 ATR 1 PSC 5 SPO = 10 Meteors
Starry Skies,
GWG
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Observer’s Log #5
Tony Mallama
Partial Lunar Eclipse
Sent November 23rd, 2021
I saw the beautiful deep red partial lunar eclipse on the morning of
November 19th. A striking sliver of bright white remained in the penumbra.
The Pleiades were just a few degrees above it and binoculars revealed
several stars of about sixth magnitude scattered around the Moon.
This source, https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_21stcentury_lunar_eclipses, lists a total eclipse in May during evening hours
which should be awesome.
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Notes & News
● From CVAS Meeting on November 6th:
It was moved, seconded, and approved by the CVAS members present to move the
normal first Saturday meeting in January 2022 from January 1st to January 8th for obvious
reasons. It will be held at 7 pm January 8th at Observatory Park.
● From George Gliba on November 23rd:
This link below seems to be nice for prints available on-line for making Star Wheel
Planispheres that I recently came across. Good for the classroom or Star Party pass-outs.
Happy Holidays, Fellas.
Make your own planisphere by Dominic Ford
https://www.washoeschools.net/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=29671&dat
aid=35199&FileName=planisphere_40N_en.pdf

● The following CVAS Officers were re-elected or elected for 2022 at the November meeting:
Joe Masar

President

Ramutis Kiparskis

Vice President

Scott Kuntz

Secretary

Steve Fishman

Treasurer

Gus Saikaly

Director of Observations

Rob Beers

Observatory Director

Dan Rothstein

Historian

Chris Powell

Editor Valley Skywatcher
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Phil Pisczak on September 2nd:
I have a request for someone(s) in our group who may be able to help with a question.
I’m looking to upgrade my telescope, from an old refractor from my Father, with
something new. This one will be for observing only, while someday I’ll start looking for
a Ritchey-Chrétien for astrophotography.
In order to make it more usable for me and the ‘Boss’, Judi, it makes sense getting a
Binocular Telescope (BT) as it can be used both for the night and day (birding) time use.
If anyone has any knowledge about BT they would like to share, it would be most
appreciated. If you have one that you’d be willing to have Judi and me look through,
that would be even better. The decision point will be whether Judi feels comfortable,
considering her 400+, but correctable vision. The choice of different paired eyepieces
(re: good eye relief) makes this an attractive alternative. If the format isn’t appealing,
then I’ll likely go, just for myself, to a decent Refractor, again only for observation.
Thanks for any help!
Phil Pisczak
440.591.3008
pjp3@case.edu
PS – feel free to email or call
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The Lunar X and V
Rob Beers
The Lunar X (also known as the Werner X) is a clair-obscur effect in which
light and shadow creates the appearance of a letter 'X' on the rim of the
Blanchinus, La Caille and Purbach craters. The X is visible only for a few hours
before the first quarter, slightly below the lunar terminator. Near to the X, the
Lunar V is also visible, formed by Ukert crater and several other small craters
(Reference Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia).
Because the Earth is not always in the same place when the Moon is in this ideal
sunlight location, not everywhere on Earth will always see the Lunar "X"
phenomenon every month. However, it occurs frequently enough for most areas
that it can be seen, on average, every few months. And it's a bright enough
feature that it can even be seen in daylight - if you know when and where to
look. Below Image from: Wikipedia
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The Lunar X and V
Rob Beers
The below table shows the start times that the lunar X can be seen. Times are listed in UTC. The lunar X and
v can be seen for approximately 4 hours.

Table from: https://eyesonthesky.com/charts/find‐and‐observe‐the‐lunar‐x‐on‐the‐moon/

The below image was taken on 13
September 2021 at 8:28 pm EST. It is a
mosaic of three images taken with a
Celestron C11 at 2800mm focal length.
Fire capture was used to take 30 second
videos of the moon using SVBONY RGB
filters and an ASI1600MM mono camera.
The videos were processed using
Autostakkert 3. The three color channels
were combined using Photoshop. The
image was taken by Rob Beers.
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The Date of the Earliest Sunset
Tony Mallama
The end of Daylight Saving Time is like a November holiday for me
because observing can start before dinner time. As we approach the
winter solstice the circumstances just keep getting better since the Sun
sets earlier each day. So, what is the date of the earliest sunset?
Nope. It's not December 21, although that is the shortest day this year.
The earliest sunset at the club's Indian Hill Observatory happens on
December 8 at 4:54 pm.
This occurs before the shortest day for two reasons. One is that the Earth's orbit around the
Sun is elliptical. So, the Earth's speed varies throughout the year and, as a consequence, the
Sun appears to speed up and slow down. The other reason is that the Earth's orbit is not
aligned with its equator. These two effects are responsible for the so-called equation of time
shown in the graph that accompanies this article.
December 8 is day 342 in year 2021, and the equation of time plot shows that the Sun is
about 8 minutes 'fast'. This explains why the earliest sunset arrives before the shortest day.
The equation of time also shows that the Sun is nearly back on schedule by December 21,
which is day 355. After that it falls increasingly behind schedule. So, the latest sunrise is
delayed until January 9, more than a month after the earliest sunset.

The equation of time shows how much
the actual Sun precedes or lags behind
its uniform-motion position over the
course of a year. When the blue line is
above zero the Sun is 'fast', that is, it
precedes its uniform position.

Source: Wikipedia, creative commons license,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equation_of_time#/media/File%3AZeitgleichung.png.
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Weird Probability
Dan Rothstein
Before the advent of calculators and computers, when I learned my
physics, large volumes of tedious calculations were done with logarithms.
In the 1880’s the astronomer Simon Newcomb and 50 years later the
Electrical Engineer Frank Benford noticed that tables of logarithms showed
more wear on page 1 than on page 9, as if numbers with one as the first
digit were more common than those with nine as their first digit. Today,
one would notice that on a computer keyboard, the 1 gets more use than the
9, with intermediate amounts of wear on those keys in between, decreasing
in a monotonic fashion. They noticed that in a long list of records (a data file) obtained from
observations or measurements, something counterintuitive occurs-the first digits of these
numbers are not equally probable, but 1 is most probable and 9 the least probable. The fraction
Pd of records with the significant digit d is not random and is not equal for all digits (Pd =1/9),
but follows a logarithmic law: Pd = Log10 (1+1/d) with d = 1, 2,…9. The derivation is rather
nasty so I won’t show it. The records starting with 1, 2, or 3 account for about 60% of the total.
This also holds for the second significant digit, the third, 4th, etc. This relationship is now
called the Newcomb-Benford Law, that all digits don’t have the same probability, especially if
the numbers are quantities with units.
Many measured quantities obey the Newcomb-Benford Law (NBL): Some astronomical
quantities include: the distance of the 300 brightest stars, either in light years or parsecs, and
the daily sun spot numbers since 1818. Other quantities include: the length of US roads; the
population of villages or cities in Morocco; the physical constants; atomic weights; and postal
addresses. Prices at clothing retailers or food stores use artificial pricing strategies, so they
don’t fit the randomness requirement. The heights of mountains, and the length of rivers can be
measured in cm, feet, or miles. The distribution of any random quantity which has a unit
shouldn’t depend on the units of measurement ( i.e., the probability is invariant to a change of
scale-if you multiply all records in a data set which obeys the NBL by a constant, the new
records will also obey the NBL). Most large data sets will approach the NBL as they grow in
size. If you start with a uniform probability distribution (each initial digit’s probability is 1/9),
and multiply each initial digit by 2, 1 becomes 2, 2 becomes 4, 3 becomes 6, 4 becomes 8, but
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 each become a number that starts with a 1. So, a non-uniform distribution, with
1 occurring 6 out of 9 times, results from this change of scale. Burgos and Santos, Amer Jour
Phy, 89, 851 (2001)
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1980 - Indian Hill; The Pier, Fund Raising and Astronomical
League
Steve Fishman
Three activities took up CVAS member’s efforts in 1980. Fund raising
continued with periodic weekend work sessions to cut up firewood located at
the southern end of the Richards property, about 500 feet south of the hill.
Keith had cut a primitive road back from his pond with his tractor several
years prior to our arrival to make it accessible for Boy Scout camp-outs. We
installed drain tile and covered it with small stone over a small swale to make
it easier to drive a pickup truck back to our wood-cutting locations. In late
Autumn, we were ready to transport the cut wood to the parking lot and get it
ready for sale. One member had a friend bring his Ford pickup to a work
session. After loading the truck with wood, he drove a few feet, then managed to sink his wheels up to the
axle. After a frantic phone call, he had a friend with a much larger 4-wheel pickup drag him out of the
muck. After hitching up a chain and 30 seconds of flying mud, the Ford was free and we continued hauling
wood to the parking lot.
Left: Sam Bennici and Dan Rehner
stacking wood for sale.
Right: Earl Paullin’s sons Devon and
Tyler don’t bother using a chainsaw.
Just knock ‘em down.
Below left: Kevin Funk and Dan
Rothstein taking a beer break in the
backwoods.

Above: Pickup sunk to the axles after
attempting to drive firewood from
backwoods.
Left: Effort to rescue pickup from the
mud. Ian Cooper stands in the bed of
the rescue truck.
Right: After the mud flies and the
Ford is freed. Doug Caprette in the
foreground. Getting ready to load
both trucks with firewood is Dan
Rehner, Sam Bennici, Ian Cooper, and
Kevin Funk.
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1980 - Indian Hill; The Pier, Fund Raising and Astronomical
League (cont)
Steve Fishman
Another activity was CVAS hosting a convention for the Great Lakes Region of the Astronomical League in
early summer. Daily lectures and a telescope display were held at Lakeland Community college. A day road
trip to the Nassau Observatory in Montville was arranged with Case Western Reserve University. The
convention concluded with a banquet at the Brown Derby (demolished a few years ago) across the street from
Lakeland College. If I recall correctly, Tom Quisenberry gave a presentation on the International Ultraviolet
Observatory. CVAS founders Dr. Anthony Mallama and George Gliba also attended the banquet but, forgive
me, after 40 years, I forgot if they gave a presentation and the topic. My treasurer records show a $98.06 loss
from the convention as we collected $768.25 in registration/banquet fees and spent $866.31 for the banquet,
renting the convention hall, door prizes and miscellaneous fees. The publicity and good-will CVAS received
from the convention far out-weighed the small financial loss as we hosted amateurs from across Great Lakes
member states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Michigan.
Left: Telescope display at Lakeland Community College. CVAS hosting
the 1980 convention for the Great Lakes region of the Astronomical League.
Below: Astronomical League convention banguet at Brown Derby. Dan
Rothstein to the right of the lecturn. To his right is Mike Flick from the
Cincinnati region.

And, finally, constructing the pier. The following 2 paragraphs are from the We Observe booklet, written by
CVAS co-founder Dr. Anthony Mallama in 1988. It is based on an interview he had with Doug about the pier
construction.
"We wanted to finish the pier as a landmark accomplishment for the OTAA meeting. There was a
disagreement between me and Dan Rothstein over where exactly to locate the pier and building. I wanted it
about ten feet further south, but Dan was concerned that the dirt there had been disturbed by the bulldozer. I
knew about the dirt but I also knew that it was only two feet deep whereas we were going nearly four feet
deep for the foundation. Dan and others had already begun digging the previous week. I spent about 45
minutes preparing myself to argue with Dan about moving the building. I won the fight, and as a result we
now have a better view to the north.
"We started the hole for the pier the week-end before the meeting. We dug it by hand and carried up sand,
gravel and water from below by hand. Keith had found someone who donated the sand and gravel. Dan and
I had made the forms for the pier at my house, based on the dimensions of the pier at Stokes' observatory,
and scaled down slightly. We built the pier in two stages. (continued on the following page)
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1980 - Indian Hill; The Pier, Fund Raising and Astronomical
League (cont)
Steve Fishman
We put a 3 x 3 x 3 foot block totally underground, and left the reinforcement bar sticking up from that.
We finished up the next Tuesday night. Earl Paulin was up there; he was more active in the early stages.
Earl figured out how to hold the forms together, and nailed them. We got up near the top of the forms and
ran out of cement. I reached in and removed a bucket of cement. We stuck in a big rock, then replaced the
cement up to the top. I estimate that the pier weighs about 6000 pounds, and it was all carried up the Hill
by hand.”
Left: Sam Bennici and
Dan Rothstein transport
the cement mixer to top
of Hill that we used to
mix cement to pour the
pier.
Right: Sam Bennici and
Dan Rothstein after
spending an afternoon
hauling sand and gravel
up the hill in the
wheelbarrow.

Upper left: Dan Rehner, Denny
Jefferson, Doug Caprette, and Sam
Bennici align the form for the pier and
it’s foundation.
Left: Dan Rothstein, Bob Petti, Sam
Bennici, and Doug Caprette. Mixing
another batch of cement for the pier.
Above: Sam Bennici, Bob Petti and
Dan Rothstein throwng stone and sand
at the bottom of the pier.
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1980 - Indian Hill; The Pier, Fund Raising and Astronomical
League (cont)
Steve Fishman
In the pages of this article are several photos of the pier work at the Hill. One photo shows Dan Rothstein
and Sam Benicci carrying the cement mixer in a wheelbarrow thru the field to the top of the hill. A 2nd photo
shows Dan and Sam standing near the sand and gravel that Doug describes. While interviewing Sam
recently about the pier construction, he acknowledged that he “acquired” the gravel courtesy of the
abandoned rail/interurban line that ran near the roller rink. Which explains why my treasurer records show
no expense for the gravel. Sam loaded the gravel and sand in his work van where he, Dan and I planned a
work session to dump the load at the top of the Hill. Sam was reluctant to drive to the top of the Hill,
fearing he would get stuck part way up from the heavy load. So, one wheelbarrow load at a time, Sam, Dan
and I spent an afternoon transporting the load up top. Regarding water to mix the cement, if not done that
same day, I remember spending an afternoon hauling water in buckets one at a time from the pond to the
Hill. As additional photos show and with Doug’s description above, the pier was installed in the correct
location and we were ready for the next project – installing the building foundation the following year.

Above left: Dan and Doug
dump another load of cement
in the form.
Above right: The pier a few
days after the midnight
completion. Ian Cooper, Sam
Bennici, Dan Rothstein, and
Doug Caprette.
Left: Doug Caprette, Dan
Rehner, Sam Bennici and
Ken Hubal after removing
the form from the pier.
Photo looks south. Compare
the tree-line from 40 years
ago to today next time you’re
at the hill.
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1980 - Indian Hill; The Pier, Fund Raising and Astronomical
Steve Fishman
League (cont)
At the end of 1980, treasurer records showed a $635 balance. $287 in the bank, $335 in the Telescope fund
and $14 petty cash. And, we made a final $200 payment to Art Stokes to fully pay off our $1,000 debt to
him.
Left: Ian Cooper does the hurdle jump at the
first and only Indian Hill Olympics during a
pier construction work session. Looking on
from left to right are Dan Rothstein, Bob Petti,
Kevin Funk and Sam Bennici.
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United Nations Conference on Light Pollution
Tony Mallama
The severity of light pollution in north-east Ohio varies widely. Designated dark sky
sites such as Observatory Park and our own Indian Hill Observatory may remain as
protected oases if local lighting is controlled.
The deteriorating condition of the night sky is also a world-wide problem and the
United Nations sponsored a conference in October to address it. The first two days
were devoted to the impact of artificial light from outdoor illumination. Some
legislative efforts by regional governments have helped to slow the growth of light
pollution. For example, the lighting ordinances in Tuscon, AZ are very strict in order to
protect the skies over nearby Kitt Peak Observatory.
However, a new source of light pollution has arisen in recent years. The rapid increase in the number of Earthorbiting satellites is now beginning to interfere with observation. Amateurs are reporting too many satellites
ruining their astro-photos and professionals are beginning to lose important research data on their long-exposure
pictures. In both cases bright satellite leave streaks that degrade the images. Casual star-gazers are also troubled
by the proliferation of these artificial stars spoiling their views of our wondrous Universe.
I attended the UN meeting and spoke about research on the brightness of artificial satellites. Visual observers
send me their magnitude measurements for study. I compile the observations and then derive equations for the
brightness of satellites in all areas of the sky. This information can assist amateur and professional astronomers
to select sky regions where the satellites are fainter and less troublesome.
The illustration below shows an example of the visual magnitudes for the numerous Starlink VisorSat satellites.
This sky map is computed for Indian Hill Observatory on January 1, 2022. The time is 6:45 pm which
corresponds to the end of astronomical twilight. The brightest satellites would be in the E-NE direction
(opposite the Sun) about half way between the horizon and zenith. Some satellites will appear brighter than
magnitude 5 but most should be fainter than magnitude 6 in other areas of the sky. Red areas are where the
satellites appear brighter than magnitude 5 and the adjacent color contours are successively fainter. The black
portion indicates that satellites are invisible because they are in the Earth's shadow.
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Constellation Quiz
Dan Rothstein
This issue’s questions:
1. What were the four “Royal Stars” of the ancient Persians
and which cardinal direction did each watch over?
2. Where was Rhombus, created by Isaac Habrecht in 1625?
3. What star is “the Glance of the Lion”?
4. Identify the Two Asses, and what M object lies between
them?
5. Here’s a bonus from the humorous Observer’s Dictionary
of Jack Kramer. Where is M0?
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. “The Bright Star of Syria” refers to Procyon, the Water Dog in Arabic tradition. It
comes from pro (before) kuon (dog), or the star of the crossing of the water-dog, a reference to the River of Heaven (the Milky Way). Of course Sirius, often written Syrius,
was the other dog, the Dog of Orion. The Greeks didn’t know the lesser dog-it was a
Roman invention. The Bright star of Syria name arose because Procyon disappeared
over the western horizon toward that country from the Arabs’ view, supposedly a reference to its more northerly location relative to Sirius, which disappeared toward Yemen. Together they were the sisters of Canopus, which lies south of them. Sahail, the
ancient Arab Canopus, was originally located near Orion, but was forced to flee into
the southern hemisphere, either being kicked out after a failed attempt to woo Procyon,
or for some offense committed after marrying her. One sister (Sirius) followed him
into the southern hemisphere while Procyon remained on the northern side of the river.
In ancient times Procyon and Sirius were often used as the names of the actual constellations, which didn’t have many stars in them.
2. The Arabs had two spacing's they used to measure angular distances in the sky. The
Long Cubit was the distance between Castor and Pollux. The Short Cubit was the distance between Procyon and Gomeisa (β Canis Minoris). Gomeisa is the star which
comes up just before Procyon. Although further east than Sirius, Procyon is further
north, so it comes up before Sirius in the northern hemisphere. You would expect
these two to be different lengths, but they actually are quite similar. The long cubit is
about 4.7 degrees, while the short cubit (the ell) is about 4.3 degrees. Since these two
pairs are visible in the same part of the sky, being north-south of each other, I would
have expected the long and short cubits to be more different.
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Constellation Quiz (cont)
1. Most of the Major-Minor pairs of constellations do not share a common border. The only modern pair that do are Leo Major and Minor. Ursa Major and Minor are separated
by Draco. Canis Major and Minor have Monoceros between them. The obsolete constellation of Cancer Minor, an arrow (not a crab) shape, composed of 68, 74, 81, and 85
Geminorum, did share a border with Cancer Major, lying right along the modern border
of Gemini and Cancer. It was created by Plancius but never caught on. Another obsolete
constellation, Triangulum Minor was created by Hevelius in 1690. It lay south of our
larger ancient triangle, toward Hamal in Aries, consisting of 6, 10, and 12 Triangulae. It
is not the same as the modern constellation of Triangulum Australis, created by Bayer
about the same time. To honor Herschel, Abbe Maximillian Hell created Tubus Herschelii Major and Minor, placing Major between Auriga, Gemini, and Lynx. This is in
the area where Herschel discovered Uranus. Minor was placed between Orion and Taurus. Later, in the quest to fill the southern hemisphere with constellations, our modern
Telescopium was placed south of Corona Australis by La Caille. Lastly, Corona Borealis and Australis don’t seem to count as a major-minor pair, since they are similar sizes
and don’t share any common traditions.
2. Chinese astronomers imagined two walls enclosing the north polar regions, most of
which lay in Draco. The eastern wall started at ι Draconis and continued through θ, η, ζ,
and χ Draconis, then through κ and ρ Cephei. The western wall ran from α to κ, λ and
24 Draconis, then into Ursa Minor and Camelopardalis. This region in Draco was inhabited by many of the emperor’s bureaucracy, for example notice boards for the posting of
government orders, his concubines, the operator of the palace’s water clocks, the emperor’s scribe, his secretaries, the emperor’s bedroom, and his kitchens. The private kitchen
of the emperor and his family was the asterism Neichu, the stars 7 and 8 Draconis, just
north of the plough. A second kitchen for government officials and guests, Tianchu, lay
just outside the eastern wall of the palace, consisting of the stars δ, σ, ε, ρ, π, and 64
Draconis. From Ian Ridpath’s Star Tales
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Deep Thoughts on Engineering and Physics
Chris Powell
The following is an addition to our continued collection of “Physics and Engineering
Folklore”. As the term folklore implies, often the original author or source are not clear or
known, and multiple and differing versions can be found.
I saved the entry below for the December issue of the VSW for obvious reasons. It was given
to me by a GE Large Steam Turbine-Generator (GE LSTG) engineer in early 2000. He did not
write it, but I imagine it circulated in every single US nuclear plant like a virus. I have added
some footnotes to explain some nuclear industry specific idioms.
As always, I welcome submittals for inclusion in future issues, which could be passed to me at
any of our CVAS monthly meetings or directly to my email at
christopher.powell@earthlink.net.
St. Nuke
Twas the night before Christmas, when throughout the site.
Not a flanged joint was leaking - they was bound up reeeal tight.
Clearance tags hung from equipment with care
In hopes that plant maintenance soon would be there.
Engineering was home all snug in their beds.
"Dear God, please don't call me," they thunk in their heads.
OPS manned the control room. All systems were "go".
The reactor gave off a warm, holiday glow.
When out in the plant there arose such a clatter,
OPS sprang from their chairs to go empty their bladder.
Upper management mobilized "key" personnel
In fear that their bonus might soon be shot to hell.
Meanwhile, security knelt down to pray
That they'd be forced (justifiably) to blow someone away.
When whom should appear through the new metal detectors
But five guys in ties - why, they're INPO1 inspectors!
1Institute

of Nuclear Power Operation - A nuclear utilities organization
established in 1979 in response to recommendations following the TMI accident.
It is based in Atlanta and sets industry wide performance objectives, criteria and
guidelines for nuclear plant operation. It’s inspection teams evaluate and grade
individual plant performances. Their arrival was dreaded by all.
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Deep Thoughts on Engineering and Physics (cont)
St. Nuke
The managers shouted, "We've got to look good!
We need a 'SALP 1' like all top nukes should!"2
Then they plotted and planned into early next morning
When they gathered the troops to issue this warning:
"Work FASTER! Work SMARTER! Use NTIP and STAR!3
Work BACKLOG! Work SYSTEMS! And do your CRs!4
Work outage mods, too! RO8 is next fall!5
Now status it! Status it! Status it all!"
As swirls of papers from DCP's did fly.6
Engineering pondered the problem as precious time flew by.
Oh heavens, Oh mercy what ever shall we do!
We'll bring in work destruction7 and remove some mods too.
And then a noise in the pipes caused such a fright.
It was going to be one hell of a night.
"The steam dumps are opening" shouted engineer Luke.
We all knew right then, it must be St. Nuke.
He was dressed in yellow PCs from his head to his toe.8
And his suit emitted a green eerie glow.
A bundle of tools he had stuffed in his bag.
He looked the Pentium processor II man getting ready to shag.
2SALP

= Systemic Assessment of Licensee Performance; Grade given by INPO
inspectors for a number of areas. SALP 1 is the highest grade.
3STAR = Acronym for at the time trendy management fad, “Stop, Think, Act,
Review”. Everyone got a cute “STAR” sticker for their hard hat. Can’t even
remember what NTIP was, most likely a problem reporting log.
4CRs = Condition Reports; Every single adverse event was to have a CR written
with Operations management giving it a level of seriousness and tracking
resolution. INPO inspectors loved to review all of them during inspections.
5RO8 = Refueling Outage Number 8. A typical nuke will have 30 to 45 refueling
outages over the course of its lifetime (40 to 60 years).
6DCPs = Design Change Packages for plant modifications
7Work Destruction was another management fad which intended to reduce cost
of operation and shorten outages by eliminating low value design changes.
8PCs = Protective Clothing, also known as Anti-Cs, or anti-contamination
clothing. Always yellow in color.
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Deep Thoughts on Engineering and Physics (cont)
St. Nuke
His eyes, how bloodshot, but his walk was so spry.
He knew that double time rates soon would apply.
He looked at the pump, all locked up and tight.
To any other engineer, this would take up all night.
With pump specs to guide him, he drew up a plan.
The 5 guys from INPO knew "he was the Man!"
He set straight to his work, no CR's in view.
He worked from the light of his own greenish hue.
With the end of a wrench held tight in his fist.
He banged on the rust heap and gave it a twist.
His hands worked so fast, the wires he did cut.
When he bent over to work and gave it a tuck.
As the dust started to settle, it was a sight to behold.
The new reactor pump stood there before us painted purple and gold9.
With a flip of a switch, it started to purr.
The turbine above turned round with a whir.
He sprang to his cushman, to the girls gave a whistle.
And away he drove like a heat seeking missile.
But I heard him exclaim as he drove through the gate.
Call me next year and double the rate!
Merry Christmas!!!
……..And Happy Chinese New Year in the Year of the Snake!10
9

Purple and Gold are the colors of the Minnesota Vikings, which suggest this
poem was written by someone who worked at either Monticello or Prairie Island
Nuclear Power Plants in Minnesota.
10 This additional greeting suggests that the parody most likely dates to 1989.
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